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Agreement reached on five points regarding Africana studies
by

Corinne Segal

Daily Editorial Board

Following a march to Ballou Hall and
the occupation of an administrative office
on Monday, students and administrators
settled on a list of five agreements addressing university support for the race and ethnic studies program that will have Africana
studies at its core.

Students march on Ballou
A group of approximately 60 students
marched to Ballou Hall on Monday after a
rally for Black Solidarity Day on the upper
patio of the Mayer Campus Center to present
a list of demands to the administration in
regards to the creation of an Africana studies
department.
The purpose of the march was to speak
with administrators as well as educate
University President Anthony Monaco on
the history of students’ requests for Africana
studies, Tabias Wilson, a student representative for the group and president of the PanAfrican Alliance (PAA), said.
Wilson, a junior, believes that past meet-

ings between students and administrators to
address students’ concerns about Africana
studies have largely been unsuccessful.
Dean of Arts and Sciences Joanne BergerSweeney held an open meeting on Sept. 20 to
address the proposed creation of a race and
ethnic studies program, which Wilson characterized as particularly tense, with many
students walking out of the meeting.
After that, a group of approximately 80
students organized regular meetings to discuss their concerns about the race and ethnic
studies program, he said.
Participants included members of groups
such as the PAA, Queer Straight Alliance
(QSA), the Asian American Alliance (AAA),
Tufts Education Society and Tufts Occupiers,
according to Wilson.
“It was a collective effort from multiple
people and from multiple groups,” junior
Jameelah Morris, a student representative
for the group and vice president of the PAA,
said.
The group had been planning for some
time to march on Ballou Hall following the
see AFRICANA STUDIES, page 2
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Students on Monday occupied the office of Dean of Arts and Sciences Joanne BergerSweeney to present a list of demands regarding Africana studies.

Holocaust survivor shares story of escaping concentration camps
by Stephanie

Haven

Daily Staff Writer

Holocaust survivor Dr. John
Saunders spoke about his journey escaping five concentration
camps at Tufts Hillel last night
as part of the Cummings/Hillel
Program for Holocaust and
Genocide Education.
The 1952 graduate of the Tufts
School of Dental Medicine shared
his life story to a packed chapel
of over 200 students, faculty, staff
and guests at the Granoff Family
Hillel Center.
The Cummings/Hillel Program
began last year when Trustee
Emeritus William Cummings (A
’58) and his wife, Joyce, donated
funds to create a Holocaust and
Genocide Education program
through Tufts Hillel. Last fall, the
program brought Holocaust survivor Eliezer Ayalon to campus to
share his story.
Saunders, emphasizing the
“miraculous” nature of his experience throughout the Holocaust,
detailed how the Gestapo transported him from his hometown in
Poland to different camps and prisons across Eastern Europe, including Birkenau and Mauthausen
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Holocaust survivor John Saunders lived in five concentration camps, staying alive through a series of ‘miracles.’
concentration camps, until he was
liberated from Auschwitz in 1945.
“If you take anything away
from this lecture, let it be this:

Something may happen to you
during your lifetime. It happens
to all of us,” Saunders said. “You
always have to be ready and will-

Tufts SIS goes offline, causes senior distress
	At approximately 2:00 p.m. on
Wednesday afternoon, the universitywide web-based tool Student Information
Systems (SIS) was unavailable for upwards
of a half hour due to heavy online traffic, according to senior Bryan Rodriguez,
student supervisor at Tufts University
Information Technology.
	The outage took place during spring
registration for seniors, preventing many
students from registering for courses,
according to Rodriguez.
Justin Pequeño, a senior, attempted
to log into SIS multiple times for his 2:30
p.m. registration time to no avail, causing
him some anxiety about course selection.

“I didn’t know if [SIS] was shutting
everyone out or just me,” Pequeño
said. “I was freaking out. It was nervewracking because my courses are often
high-demand courses. I kept trying every
minute.”
	At 4:34 p.m., Student Services sent an
email to the Tufts community announcing that the network problem had been
resolved. SIS remained available until
8:00 p.m. to ensure that all affected students were able to register for courses
successfully.
—by Brionna Jimerson
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ing to deal with it.”
From witnessing the persecution and murder of people he
knew to hiding in a car tire for

several days to avoid capture,
Saunders said he was able to fight
to survive because he knew his
family would be waiting for him
on the other side.
“Someone ... told me, ‘Don’t
look back; only look forward,’”
Saunders said. “‘There’s nothing
in the back.’ I’ve never forgotten
his advice.”
Once liberated, Saunders went
back to Poland, where he thought
his family would be waiting for
him, because, if he didn’t, he said
his mother would “die from pain.”
When he returned to his hometown, though, he learned Nazi soldiers had killed his relatives.
“If I knew my parents weren’t
alive [while in the concentration
camps], I wouldn’t have survived,”
Saunders said.
Saunders attributed his survival to a series of escapes that
he could only explain as miracles, like escaping 100 whips from
Dr. Joseph Mengele, known as
Auschwitz’s “angel of death.”
“I’m lucky, I’m a survivor and
I believe in miracles,” Saunders
said as he concluded his speech.
“If you believe in miracles, you
see HILLEL, page 2

Local residents favor incumbents in
Tuesday’s elections
by

Laina Piera

Daily Editorial Board

Somerville and Medford residents who
on Tuesday flocked to the polls to vote
in local elections favored incumbents in
several posts, re-electing Medford Mayor
Michael McGlynn and Somerville Mayor
Joseph Curtatone.
McGlynn beat first-time opponent
Anthony D’Antonio with 64 percent of
the vote. McGlynn will serve a 13th term
in office, making him the longest-serving
mayor in Massachusetts.

Curtatone ran unopposed and will serve
as Somerville’s mayor for a fifth consecutive
term.
Approximately 21 percent of registered
voters turned out for the Tuesday elections
according to City of Somerville Director of
Communications Tom Champion.
“While that is certainly a low turnout,
my impression is that it was actually appreciably higher than in the last couple of offyear elections, when there were no statewide or national candidates on the ballot,”
see ELECTION, page 2
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Saunders survived
Holocaust believing in miracles
HILLEL

continued from page 1

believe in God. I’ve never joined any
temple, though, because I have trouble
understanding what happened.”
Before the lecture began, Saunders
sat down for dinner with a smaller
group of students, faculty, staff and
guests, answering questions about his
experiences in a more intimate setting.
Saunders explained then that once
he came to the United States, he felt
obligated to serve the military who
had freed him from Auschwitz years
before.
“I paid Uncle Sam my duty,” Saunders
said. “The military felt like family to
me.”
After the lecture, Saunders took
questions from several members of
the audience, who asked him to go
into greater detail about aspects of his
escapes from concentration camps.
“I had to have some fun to survive,”
he said. “To survive you had to have a
sense of humor.”
Junior Emma Goldstein, one of the
event’s coordinators, invited the audience to view “The Gates of Hell,” an art
exhibit, after Saunders answered the
last question from the audience.
The art, which is on display in the
Hillel lobby, features sketches from
Zinovii Tolkatchev, a member of the
Russian military whose unit helped
liberate Auschwitz in 1945. Twenty
of his drawings, which are from the
Yad VaShem Holocaust Museum in
Jerusalem, are on display until Nov. 11.
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Trane re-elected despite Tufts Democrat campaigns
ELECTION

continued from page 1

Champion told the Daily. “It’s nice to see
that there were a number of races that
clearly motivated people to turn out.”
Somerville residents re-elected aldermanat-large candidates John Connolly, Bruce
Desmond, Dennis Sullivan and Bill White.
Connolly, who has over 25 years of
experience as both an alderman and
an alderman-at-large, said that he will
focus his next term on the development
of Assembly Square and the new Orange
Line Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority
(MBTA) T stop.
“The development of Assembly Square,
which is going to be a billion dollar development over the next 10 to 15 years, is
what really excites me,” Connolly told the
Daily. “We’re going to be seeing some major
improvements here, and that’s really going
to help the development of the city.”
Additionally, Connolly said that he would
like to see the MBTA Green Line expand to
Somerville in the near future.
“Bringing the Green Line into Somerville,
particularly to Tufts and Ball Square, is going
to be huge for us, so that’s a major focus,” he
said.
The members of Somerville’s Board of
Aldermen from Wards 1, 2, 5 and 6 and all
members of the city’s School Committee
ran unopposed in Tuesday’s election.
Alderman Rebekah Gewirtz will again
represent Somerville’s Ward 6, which covers
about half of Tufts campus.
Incumbent Ward 7 Alderman Bob Trane
narrowly beat his opponent, Katjana
Ballantyne, by 40 votes, according to unofficial results.
Tufts Democrats Speakers Coordinator
Seth Rau, a senior, said that the Tufts
Democrats supported and campaigned for
Ballantyne. They supported her over Trane
primarily because they saw Trane as unin-
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Michael McGlynn was elected to his 13th term as mayor of Medford on Tuesday.
terested in the needs of Tufts students.
According to Rau, had Tufts students
voted in greater numbers, Ballantyne could
have overcome Trane in Tuesday’s election.
“Tufts students should actually care
about what goes on in their community,”
Rau said. “There are more Tufts students
who live in Somerville than the margin of
votes.”
Rau said that Trane’s win on Tuesday will
result in higher and stricter enforcement of
fines relating to noise violations.
“We could have easily made the difference in this election, but we chose not to,
and the fact that we chose not too is going
to lead to higher fines for Tufts students,”
he added. “Now, Trane can say, ‘Tufts stu-

dents don’t vote. Why should we care about
them?’”
In Ward 4 in Somerville, Tony Lafuente
edged out challenger Christine Barber after
former Ward 4 Alderman Walter Pero decided not to seek election.
Tom Taylor was reelected as Ward 3 alderman while currently engaged in a battle
against cancer.
In Medford, residents elected Erin
DiBenedetto and former member Robert
E. Skerry, Jr. to the six-person School
Committee, replacing William O’Keefe and
Sharon Guzik.
The seven-person Medford City Council
will remain largely the same, with Richard
Caraviello taking Mark Arena’s spot.

Students, administrators negotiate future of Africana studies
AFRICANA STUDIES
continued from page 1

Black Solidarity Day Rally, according to Wilson. The group began to
solidify a list of demands for the
administration in the two weeks
prior to the march.
Interim Provost and Senior
Vice President Peggy Newell, who
attended the rally, told the Daily she
was unaware that students were
going to march on Ballou Hall.
When students arrived at
Ballou Hall, they presented a list
of demands to Berger-Sweeney,
Newell and Monaco. The list included several points that students have
brought up with Berger-Sweeney
before, Wilson said.
“Nothing in that list of demands
was anything that was new,” Wilson
said. “These were things that have
been communicated to Dean
Berger-Sweeney time and time
again.”
The list of demands included
the creation of an Africana studies
department as well as the release
of the report generated by an external review committee evaluating
Africana studies at Tufts.
There were two reports issued by
evaluating bodies last school year.
One was created by members of
the Tufts community — students,
faculty and staff as well as an external consultant — and it was made
public earlier this semester. The
second report was generated by an
external review committee, which
was charged with evaluating the
findings of the Tufts Task Force and
conducting its own assessment,
and has not been released.
The list also demanded that
students have equal input on the
board that will create the race and
ethnic studies program and that
the program “provide tenure for
professors focused primarily on
Africana Studies.”
Students and admin agree on five
points
Monaco requested that three
students represent the group in a
conversation with him and BergerSweeney and Newell.
The group selected Wilson,
Morris and graduate student

cOURTESY sOPHIA wRIGHT

University President Anthony Monaco on Monday signed an agreement consisting of five points regarding the
future of Africana studies at Tufts.
Romina Green. The students and
administrators then held a twoand-a-half hour meeting during
which they discussed student and
administrative concerns.
The students and administrators
settled on five points, which they
presented later to the rest of the
occupiers for approval.
Newell worked with the three
students to draft the agreements
into a formal document, which was
signed by the six negotiators with
the approval of the other students,
Wilson said.
The first agreement states that
Berger-Sweeney will ask the three
members of the external review
committee to release their findings
to the public. If the three members agree, they will release their
findings, but if even one member
disagrees, the committee will not
release the findings.
Berger-Sweeney has declined
in the past to release the external review committee’s findings,
Wilson said.

The document also states the
administration will provide institutional support to the race and ethnic studies program, with Africana
studies at its core.
This element was a sticking point
during the meeting, according to
Morris.
“It took a long time for us to get
some form of clarification when
they were talking about this in
negotiations,” she said.
The document states that the
university anticipates hiring three
tenure-track faculty in existing
departments, with an obligation
to participate in the program for
Africana studies, which will be the
first area in the race and ethnic
studies program to be staffed. The
hiring of faculty will contribute to a
foundation for an Africana studies
major, according to the document.
Before Monday’s agreement,
students had no guarantee that
Tufts would hire tenure-track faculty or provide institutional support for Africana studies, according

to Wilson.
The third point addresses students’ participation in the working
group of faculty who will create the
race and ethnic studies program.
It states that students will have
an open meeting with the working
group before Feb. 1, 2012 to express
their opinions. After that time, a
group of up to four students will
participate in some, but not all, of
the working group’s meetings.
The PAA will select two of these
students from the PAA by consensus, and the Tufts Community
Union (TCU) Senate will select one
or two additional students, according to Wilson.
Wilson pushed at the meeting
for maximum student participation in the working group.
“I felt that there needed to be
some level of trust and some rapport there so it wasn’t just a transitory relationship where this information was being passed back and
forth,” he said.
The document also stipulates

that the administration will update
the Tufts community on recent
progress made on the points put
forth by Berger-Sweeney in her
Sept. 14 letter by Nov. 30 and provide a plan and timeline for her
initiatives by Feb. 1, 2012.
The administration has the obligation to fulfill these promises by
the outlined dates, Wilson said.
“I plan to hold the president
and the provost and Dean BergerSweeney wholly accountable,” he
said.
The last point on the document
states that Berger-Sweeney is working to “foster interdisciplinary studies” as well as periodically review
the new program.
Students and administrators
react
Morris said the meeting was
highly productive.
“I walked away [Monday] feeling
that we did a lot,” she said. “There
is a future of cooperation at the
university.”
Newell, too, described the conversation as “constructive and useful.”
“I left very proud of those students,” she said. “I think they
handled themselves beautifully
and they had things on their mind
that were clearly very important to
them and they felt a responsibility
to be sure that the administration
was listening to those things.”
Newell said that students did not
force the administration into agreeing to these points.
“I don’t feel like anybody forced
anyone’s hand,” she said. “I would
hope that what we accomplished
on Monday was an understanding
that we can have these kinds of
constructive conversations.”
Students have occupied administrative buildings before as a method of protest, but it has not happened in the past several decades,
Newell said.
Newell said that those occupying
the building were respectful and
not disruptive.
“They came because they wanted to have a conversation,” she
said. “I think they handled it appropriately and responsibly.”
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TUPD Sgt. Robert McCarthy recently won a gold medal in the men’s bench press competition at the World Police and Fire Games.

Pulling his weight: TUPD Sgt. McCarthy
holds his own as a competitive weightlifter
by

Kevin Criscione

Contributing Writer

On campus, Sgt. Robert McCarthy
is known by students and faculty as
the tough but friendly head of the
Tufts University Police Department
( TUPD). What most people don’t
know, however, is that, if asked, he
could bench press the average NFL
defensive lineman.
As a contestant in the World Police
and Fire Games, which brings together police officers and firemen from
around the world to compete in
weightlifting along with “every sport
you can imagine,” as he described it,
McCarthy won a gold medal in the
men’s bench press with total weight of
142.5 kg (or about 314 lbs).
The World Police and Fire Games
were created 28 years ago in order
to promote athletics, camaraderie and friendly relations between
police officers and firefighters from
around the world. Modeled after the
Olympics, the first games were held
in San Jose, Calif., and attracted nearly 5,000 competitors. Since then, that
number has continued to grow, with
15,000 athletes participating in the
65 sports of this year’s games, which
were held from Aug. 26 to Sept. 5 in
New York City.
Weighing in at 220 lbs, McCarthy
competed against a variety of policemen and firemen from different countries, beating out a fireman from Texas
and a fireman from Iceland.
“That was a lot fun just because
athletes were from all over the world
there,” McCarthy said. “A lot of the
eastern European countries sent
people, along with Spain, Germany,
Sweden, Iceland, all over. It was fun
working out with all of them for a few
days and actually competing.”
Among the competitors that
McCarthy got to know, he remembers
one comedic firefighter from Iceland
in particular. During the games, the
Icelandic native approached him just

as another competitor was attempting
to go for a higher weight, which would
ultimately beat out McCarthy for the
gold.
“He came over to me and he says
‘Congratulations!’ in his broken
English, and I said ‘No, he’s going for
higher, he’s in our class.’ He just said,
‘I don’t how you guys say it, but no
way, Jose!’ And I just started laughing.”
McCarthy was also surprised by
how different some of the competitors’ attitudes toward the competition
were from his own.
“The eastern Europeans take it so
seriously, it’s amazing. Three months
before the event, any of them that are
participating in any sport train for
three months straight,” he said.
McCarthy added that he did not
start competitively weightlifting until
late in his life. Rather he began lifting
after knee problems interrupted his
hobby of distance running.
“I started running marathons, but
eventually my knees started bothering me, so I couldn’t run anymore,”
McCarthy said. “I wanted something
to do, I tried a couple of different
things, and little by little I started lifting.”
At first, McCarthy only lifted as
a way to stay in shape. Later, with
the encouragement and coaching of
Michael Pimentel, the director of the
fitness center at Tufts, he decided to
go competitive.
A Medford native, McCarthy came
to Tufts when he was 23, and has been
serving TUPD for over 39 years. He
now lives in Wilmington, Mass., with
his family.
Sgt. Glenn McCune, a fellow TUPD
officer and friend of McCarthy, said
that his colleague’s heavy lifting carries over into his professional life.
“Bobby is sort of the department
sage, in that he’s been here so long and
he’s known so many people that no
matter what the situation, he always
has a story or something really appli-

cable to [say]. It’s always wise advice,
and it’s always humorous.”
And he’s modest, too. McCune
wouldn’t have known about his fellow
sergeant’s accomplishments if it hadn’t
come up during some down time as
the officers policed the Homecoming
festivities last month.
“I think what he’s done is really
incredible, and the only way I found
out about it is [when we were] at
Homecoming, and we’re both standing there taking a break, having a cup
of coffee,” McCune said. He recalled a
conversation the two had had about
the competition and questioned
McCarthy on the results.
“Kerry, one of the officers, said,
‘He won it!’” McCune said. “Had I
not asked, he wouldn’t have said anything.”
In addition to winning a medal
at the World Police and Fire Games,
McCarthy also won the national
weightlifting championship for his
weight and age class this past June
after sending in results of his lifts
done in New Hampshire to be compared with other lifters in different
regions across the country.
McCarthy also set the state record
for his weight and age in 2010. He
broke it this past June, when he participated in the national competition.
Looking forward to the future,
McCarthy said that he plans to continue weight training and attending more
competitions. Notably, he hopes to
attend the 2013 World Police and Fire
Games in Belfast, Northern Ireland. In
the interim, he hopes to take his new
calling one step at a time.
“In the meantime there are a couple
of other meets I go to,” he said.
“I plan to keep doing it, although I
don’t know if my total will be as high.
It might go down a little.”
“But I think I can get it up higher for
my next one,” McCarthy said. “There
are a few things I can still work on.
I’ll be down at the gym this afternoon
getting ready for it.”

o upperclassmen, alumni and
my extensive worldwide fan-base
reading at home who anxiously
await my column each and every
Thursday: You might want to skip this
one. Why? Well readers, today I’m brazenly embracing my youth. As I sit in the
Carmichael Hall lounge fiercely typing
out this column before cramming for a
midterm, I have a smile on my face and
eggs, courtesy of Dining Services, in my
belly. Indeed, readers, I have an unlimited meal plan and will use the next 500
or so words to analyze the vicious Dewick
vs. Carmichael debate. If you don’t have a
meal plan, you couldn’t care less.
Unless you lived in Houston or Hill
Halls freshman year, you’re most definitely
thinking “Excuse me, what debate exactly?
Dewick always, please and thank you.” OK,
hold on for one hot minute. I too embraced
this school of thought last year when I
lived in Tilton. But after living in Wren, I’ve
adopted a new, more holistic, less ignorant
view of Carmichael, and will now shed light
on the issue as thoroughly as my remaining
447 words will allow.
To be clear, I’m not going to use stir-fry
night as the one be-all, end-all reason why
Carmichael can pretend to compete with
Dewick. Honestly, it only happens once a
week, they always run out of noodles and
it takes too long — although I do like to
stand in line and munch on those little
mini corncobs while waiting. I’m also not
denying that Dewick is better. I’m just saying Carm’s not all bad.
Breakfast is hands down the best meal
of the day, and you’re wildly misinformed if
you think otherwise. I quite literally dream
about it. Every day is like Christmas when
there is breakfast to be had. Carmichael has
Quaker Life cereal (God’s processed wheat
gift to creation) and Stonyfield banilla-flavored yogurt — who wouldn’t love the bastard child of banana and vanilla? Add one
of the many granola offerings for a tasty
and fibrous snack. Carm also has poached
eggs, which I’ve never seen at Dewick, and
if egg sandwiches are more your style, the
panini presses are far superior.
At lunch and dinner, Carmichael pretty
much always has spinach at the salad bar
— rather than that spring mix crap — and
never runs out of cranberries. The different specialty nights keep your palette from
getting bored. The water comes out faster
— has anyone else noticed this? — and
they have popsicles. The big windows are
great for people watching, and having no
round tables eliminates the possibility of
one lonely dude on his laptop sitting at a
round table ten minutes after EC 5 gets
out when the dining hall is super crowded
… awkward. On the weekends, because
it is open later than Dewick, Carmichael
becomes Barmichael if you choose to bring
some surreptitious alcohol to dinner while
Dining Services provides the mixers — not
that any good God-fearing Tufts student
would ever do such a thing.
I know I’m doing little to change your
attitude toward Carmichael, and I get it.
Dewick is better. Downhill dwellers get to
choose among 20 different cereals and don’t
have to walk through a confusing maze of
people to get from the bagel cutter to the
toaster. Dewick always has peaches, a bigger selection of apples and riper bananas,
and Carmichael makes the foolish mistake
of using awkward serving spoons, rather
than knives, for jelly. Believe me, the reason my argument isn’t more persuasive
is because I still eat half of my meals at
Dewick. I’m simply suggesting that the
next time you downhillers are coming from
class in Olin or are on your way to a raging
pregame in Wren, don’t be afraid to stop by
and enjoy the offerings of the underdog,
Carmichael.
Chelsea Stevens is a sophomore majoring in psychology. She can be reached at
Chelsea.Stevens@tufts.edu.
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Boston is a mecca of unusual, historical theaters
art courtesy of nesster via flickr creative commons

From artsy to strange, Boston’s theaters have everything to offer
by

Zach Drucker

Daily Editorial Board

Boston has been a longtime hub for
filmmakers and movie buffs alike. Though
common sense would deem Hollywood
the epicenter of film, Boston is a prevalent
backdrop and is also host to numerous
festivals and cinema-based events. Just
ask Matt Damon and Ben Affleck who —
since their coronation as Hollywood hotshots — have been bringing movie sets to
Boston since “Good Will Hunting” (1997).
Yet, for the average moviegoer, Boston
is a goldmine of unique theaters, each
with its own history and legacy. Sure,
Beantown has its fair share of run-ofthe-mill multiplexes such as AMC Loews
Boston Common, but for the selective
cinema patron, the independent aficionado and the foreign flick follower,
Boston is an Eden.
The Landmark
Located by Harvard University’s campus on 40 Brattle Street, the Brattle
Theatre is a lasting remnant of the 19th
century. In January 1889, the Brattle was
founded by the Cambridge Social Union
(CSU) as a venue for literary, musical and
dramatic entertainments. It opened its
doors in 1890. One of the co-founders of
the union was Rev. Samuel Longfellow,
brother of the celebrated poet, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow.
In its early years, the Brattle morphed
from a library into a live theater that has
seen famous actors such as Hermione
Gingold and Zero Mostel grace its stage. In
fact, a revival of “Othello” that premiered
at the Brattle in 1942 starred Paul Robeson
— the first black actor to ever portray
Shakespeare’s Moorish general — in the
title role alongside an all-white ensemble.
Finally, in 1953, the Brattle made its
ultimate conversion into the movie house
it is today. Keeping with tradition, the
Brattle is one of the few theaters in the
world that continues to use a rear projector. In other words, the sole screen in the
quaint, red brick building operates with a
projection system that plays reels of film
from behind the actual screen, as opposed
to behind the audience.
The now non-profit theater is venerated
for showing art house and independent
films and also hosts a plethora of events
and festivals throughout the season. Next
week it will host the Boston-area premiere
of this year’s “Being Elmo: A Puppeteer’s
Journey” — the critically acclaimed documentary about Kevin Clash, the talented
man who originated Elmo — as well as the
Boston premiere of “Everyday Sunshine:
The Story of Fishbone,” the upcoming
documentary on the formation of alternative-ska-punk legends, Fishbone.
For the nostalgic viewer, the Brattle
constantly recycles classic films. The theater has a pronounced obsession with
Hollywood stalwart Humphrey Bogart and
sees a packed house every Valentine’s Day
when it shows “Casablanca” (1942).
The Brattle is a relic that hearkens back
to the rise of modern cinema and simply
cannot be ignored by even the most ignorant moviegoer.
The Indie Haven
A short walk from the Kendall/
Massachusetts Institute of Technology T
stop, tucked away behind some modernist buildings and a parking garage, sits
the Kendall Square Cinema. The theater
is renowned for having myriad independent films showing at the same time.
Owned by Landmark Theatres, a theater
franchise under the umbrella organization Wagner/Cuban Companies, Kendall

Square Cinema is dedicated specifically to
avant-garde motion pictures. Rather than
showcase action epics, animated pictures
or comedy blockbusters, Kendall tailors
to an offbeat crowd that is fed up with or
unimpressed by the current state of silverscreen affairs.
With eight features showing at once,

“

... for the selective
cinema patron, the
independent aficionado and
the foreign flick follower,
Boston is an Eden.

”

Kendall provides the adventurous viewer
with purely independent choices, many
showing limited, one-week engagements.
For example, this Friday, “Melancholia,”
Lars von Trier’s aesthetic, apocalyptic scifi drama, and “Into the Abyss,” Werner
Herzog’s latest documentary about two
Texans convicted of a triple homicide,
open as limited installments. “The Other
F Word,” a documentary about nihilistic,
punk rock legends coping with the trials
and tribulations of fatherhood, also opens
this Friday for one week only.
Even more ephemeral in its run at
Kendall is the upcoming “Steve Jobs: The
Lost Interview,” a showing of the 1995
interview between Jobs and journalist Bob
Cringely. “Steve Jobs” will be shown for two
days only, on Wednesday and Thursday of
next week.
The constant influx and departure of
intriguing, under-the-radar films makes
Kendall Square such a distinctive, unrivaled cinematic experience. Kendall
Square Cinema is located on 1 Kendall
Square in Cambridge, Mass.
The One That’s Worth the Schlep
Though many Tufts students have had
the opportunity to see films in the two
aforementioned theaters, far fewer take
the time and effort to go to the Coolidge
Corner Theatre. The longevity of this theater is surpassed only by that of the Brattle:
Originally erected as a church in 1906, the
Coolidge Theatre was converted into an
Art Deco Cineplex in 1933 and has never
looked back.
Located in the heart of Brookline, about
a twenty-minute drive from campus, the
Coolidge is a vintage theater on a mission
to promote culture through independent
film screenings and other forms of broadcasted entertainment.
During the year, the Coolidge runs
weekly midnight showings of cult classics and re-mastered sing-alongs, as
well as weekend variety shows for children. In the following weeks, insomniacs and somnambulists alike can catch
Giorgio Moroder’s 1984 adaptation of
“Metropolis,” “Flashdance” (1983) and
even a live Burlesque marathon.
Yet, for the Eurocentrists, HD screenings
of works performed by London’s National
Theatre and Europe’s Grand Operas play
on select weekends as well.
Additionally, one of the most popular draws of Coolidge is its “Science on
Screen” series, in which accomplished
individuals in different medical, technical
and scientific fields use films to stimulate
a discussion about contemporary advances. The next installment in the series will
be “12 Monkeys” (1995), Terry Gilliam’s
post-apocalyptic gem, paired with a riveting dialogue led by Carl Zimmer, a prolific
author and Yale University lecturer on science writing.

Additionally, until Nov. 13, the Boston
Jewish Film Festival will be playing to audiences at the Coolidge. Thus, with an enticing amalgam of current, classic and retro
showings, the Coolidge Corner Theatre
attracts different crowds, but transplants
all moviegoers to an antiquated, authentic cinematic atmosphere. Combine this
vintage feel with a non-profit label and
a stress on education, and the Coolidge
Theatre is a wholly inimitable venue.
The Davis Square Staple
For Tufts students and faculty without the means or time to venture too
far from campus, there is a paramount
theater in our own backyard. The legacy
of Somerville Theatre, believe it or not,
rivals the histories of the Brattle and the
Coolidge. Founded primarily as a vaudeville venue in 1914, Somerville Theatre
also hosted plays, operas and motion pictures. The basement of the theater was
replete with a cafe, billiards hall and a
bowling alley. Now, the cinema house is
— along with the Brattle and the Coolidge
— one of the few theaters to serve alcohol
to patrons, as well as fresh popcorn and
delicious ice cream.
The real draw for college kids on a budget, however, is the price of each ticket.
Matinee screenings of popular films cost
only $5. To put things in perspective,
that’s less than a sandwich at Commons
Deli & Grill or a medium cup of ice cream
at J.P. Licks.
Somerville Theatre has its own per-

sonality, best exemplified by the free
“Museum of Bad Art” on the bottom
floor. Here, movie patrons are sure to
succumb to quizzical intrigue, taking a
few minutes to peruse the anti-art fare.
Furthermore, the theatre is multi-dimensional, as it continues to host live performances and speakers. Among those
who have graced center stage are Bruce
Springsteen, Hunter S. Thompson, Maya
Angelou, Kevin Spacey, Phish and Joan
Baez, to name a few. Most recently, U2
rocked the Somerville Theatre, specifically electing the Davis Square location
as the venue for a surprise show.
Yet, the Somerville Theatre’s number
one priority is quality cinematic entertainment. Showing a mix of mainstream and
alternative features, Somerville Theatre
harbors a diverse crowd, but the biggest
crowds show up during festival season.
The Somerville Theatre hosts the Boston
International Film Festival, housing short
films, documentaries and independent
motion pictures while emphasizing multiculturalism.
You Can’t Go Wrong…
With so many interesting theaters in
the area, viewers have only themselves to
blame for a lackluster film outing. Even
“Shark Night 3D” (2011) can be enjoyable
with a frosty beer and some homemade
ice cream. Yet, for the pragmatic fan who
desires the most gargantuan theater with
the greatest assortment of flicks, Boston is
still the place for you.

soe lin via flickr creative commons

The Coolidge Corner Theatre in the heart of Brookline offers a vintage aesthetic while actively
promoting culture through independent entertainment.
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Concert Review

The Sea and Cake prove prowess in Monday concert
by

Andrew Garsetti

Contributing Writer

Considering that The Sea
and Cake’s self-titled debut first
appeared in 1994, it’s impressive
that these guys are still even active
in the indie scene, which generally
thrives on transient personalities
and young, undeveloped talent.
Ever since its startup, the band
has separated itself from its contemporaries with its seemingly
boundless variety of influences —
from the surf rock-laced tracks on
its debut to the Steely Dan-esque
guitars on “Oui” (2000), to the gloriously uncharacteristic snippets
of electronica on this year’s “The
Moonlight Butterfly.”
With all that experience behind
The Sea and Cake, it should come
as no surprise that the musicians
know how to delicately mix a new
genre or two into each album while
simultaneously avoiding alienating their old fans.
The band members are no
strangers to the art of performing,
either, and on Monday night they
played to a modest but die-hard
crowd at Brighton Music Hall. The
beauty — or weakness, depending
on how one looks at it — of The Sea
and Cake’s music derives from the
fact that, despite the band’s myriad musical influences, it borrows
only enough from all its favorite
genres so that the end-product is
still easily digestible and undoubtedly rock. I hesitate to use the term
“vanilla indie” because of its negative connotations, but I intend it
as more of a tribute to the fact that

Andrew Garsetti/Tufts Daily

The Sea and Cake remain a fixture in the indie rock scene.
these men have been around long
enough that their classic sound
is more their invention than an
imitation. Few bands can claim
the same longevity, and The Sea
and Cake deserves to be right up
there with still-active vanguards of
indie music, like Yo La Tengo and
Superchunk.
That said, it wasn’t really shocking that I was the youngest person there by about eight years.
Everyone appeared to be those
who grew up with the first genera-

tion of indie rock and were especially well-versed with this band.
I’ve never seen an audience so
educated in the band’s discography before — between each song
break there were at least 10 different song requests directed at the
performers on stage.
The Sea and Cake knows who its
fans are and how to pace a show
expertly. Though there was little to
no stage banter between anyone
during the night, there was a feeling of intimacy between band and

audience that could only come
from years of mutual familiarity.
Before the stage was ready, vocalist
Sam Prekop brought up a child’s
drawing that seemed to hold some
sentimental value. An inquisitive
fan asked to take a picture of it,
and he and Prekop engaged in an
easy conversation that lasted a few
minutes.
That same looseness also came
across in the musical performance.
Every song was executed with
the utmost precision; the band

sounded good enough to lay these
cuts down in the studio. Still, they
were entertaining enough on stage
that they weren’t boring. Although
Prekop’s voice is at the fore of the
band’s sound, the highlight of the
show was the effortless virtuosity
— and the facial expressions — of
drummer John McEntire. Though
Prekop’s vocals are often delicate
in nature, McEntire consistently
finds ways to create an incredibly complex rhythm that doesn’t
overpower the band’s vocals. I was
frankly surprised by how well it
worked out live — McEntire went
wild on the set, but he didn’t dominate the sound as much as one
would expect.
The band had a tremendous
ability to keep the crowd interested and lively on the chiller tunes
like “Afternoon Speaker,” though I
couldn’t help but feel that the show
benefited from the more up-tempo tracks, like those off “Nassau”
(1995). It was then that someone
could check out the high leg kicks
of guitarist Archer Prewitt.
For some reason, whenever I
listen to The Sea and Cake, I get
Yuck’s song “Suicide Policeman”
stuck in my head. It’s completely
odd — and probably unintentionally insulting — but it’s a testament
to the profound influence that The
Sea and Cake has had on bands
that are forming even today. This
band has, and always will be, a
foothold in the indie rock scene. At
Brighton Music Hall on Monday,
the band members conveyed that
fact and asserted that, as long as
they can play, they’re here to stay.

Movie Review

‘One of Seven’ documentary explores Pinto’s life of exile
by

Alex Kaufman

Daily Staff Writer

“I came here to ask you … Of your seven
children, am I the most screwed up?” Goel
Pinto asks his mother in her kitchen after a

One of Seven
Starring Goel Pinto, Eva Pinto
Directed by Goel Pinto
montage of photos appears on screen.
So begins “One of Seven,” an Israeli documentary that played at the Boston Jewish
Film Festival this year by Pinto, a gay and
Sephardic Israeli Jew.
Pinto explores how and why he doesn’t
belong to what he calls the mainstream discourse of Israeli society. He also searches

for a place of belonging as he tries to reconcile his two scorned statuses in Israeli
society and the religious community of
Bnei Brak.
In this illuminating documentary about
Pinto’s life and Israeli culture, Pinto interviews his brother Emanuel and his sister
Eva, and he takes a walk down memory lane
with his mother, Monique, as he discusses
how he was excluded from the mainstream
at each step of his life.
Pinto questions — and answers — why
there’s intolerance within the Bnei Brak
community, its yeshivas and the general
Israeli population towards Sephardic Jewry.
To clarify, Sephardic Jews are Jews who lived
on the Iberian Peninsula before Spanish
expulsion, and who were forced to move
to other places such as Algeria — where
Pinto’s family lived before immigrating to
Israel.
The director portrays Sephardis as victims of Ashkenazic intolerance dating back

What’s Up This Weekend

“Are You Sure?”: Tufts’ Pen, Paint,
& Pretzels presents its first-year show
this weekend. This comic-mystery
story intends audiences to question
what is real and what isn’t. Tonight
and Friday at 8 p.m. at Balch Arena
Theater. Tickets are available at Balch
Arena Box Office for $5.
From Beethoven to the 21st
Century: Enjoy Jupiter String Quartet’s

From the time that Pinto’s family ascended to Israel, it was quite clear what it meant
to be Sephardic in Israel to Pinto’s mother. Emanuel, or “Manu,” recounts how he
experienced humiliation and discrimination based solely on his heritage. Manu
remembers the first time he stepped foot
into a yeshiva in Bnei Brak, where a man
called him a derogatory name the moment
he walked in.
While Pinto renders the difficulties of
being Sephardic in Israel throughout the
movie, he also emphasizes that he, unlike
his other siblings, lived an even more complicated life because he was a gay man.
However, Pinto renders his unique struggles with far less detail and eloquence.
In his film, Pinto says that Bnei Brak’s
yeshiva taught him to uphold heteronormative values above all else. He knew that
he didn’t fit in — as did the other boys in his
see ONE, page 7

Top Ten | Child stars who are successful

Looking to make your weekend artsy?
Check out these events!
Living Dead Uprising: BOSTON:
Swing by Johnny D’s Uptown
Restaurant and Music Club in Davis
Square for a night of zombie fun. The
venue will provide makeup and fake
blood, unleash its zombies on Davis
Square and welcome them back later
in the evening with live music by Flow
Tribe and Racky Thomas. 21+ only.
Tonight at 6 p.m. at Johnny D’s. Tickets
are available at LivingDeadUprising.
com for $15.

to post-Holocaust Israel. As he presents it,
Israeli Ashkenazis marginalized Sephardis
because Sephardic Jews didn’t suffer as
greatly during the Holocaust and, therefore, were entitled to less, according to
the Ashkenazis. It’s a very hard concept
to understand, but Pinto’s mother sums it
up: “In a war,” she says, “there are no winners.”
Pinto highlights the Holocaust stories
from North Africa, specifically his family’s
history in Algeria. Pinto’s great-aunt was
taken to the gas chambers of the Auschwitz
death camp, along with more than 700
other North African Jews.
Instead of telling stories of victimization
during this time period, Pinto’s mother
explains that Algerian and Sephardic Jews
of North Africa would speak of heroic tales
and accounts. It was a point of pride that
this cross-section of Jewish culture did not
even speak of how they were forcibly taken
to camps only to be killed.

renditions of Beethoven, Dvorak and
Prokofiev’s pieces in Cambridge.
Violinists Nelson Lee and Megan
Freivogel, violist Liz Freivogel and cellist Daniel McDonough perform. Friday
at 8 p.m. at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology’s Kresge Auditorium.
Admission is free.
Brookline Marketplace Craft Fair:
Anyone looking for some artsy knickknacks? Check out the original
handcrafted pieces, including jewelry, home accessories, artwork and
artisanal foods from 90 exhibitors
at the Brookline Marketplace Craft
Fair. Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at The Park School in Brookline.
Admission is $5.

— compiled by the Daily Arts Department

Childhood fame is notorious for producing
less than savory characters. Here’s a tribute
to the fit few who braved the paparazzi and
managed to have semi-functional adult lives.
10. Leonardo DiCaprio: His charming boyish good looks won the hearts of millions in
“Titantic” (1997). Luckily for DiCaprio, he
looks exactly the same 14 years later.
9. Joseph Gordon-Levitt: Before he
became obsessed with Zooey Deschanel,
Levitt was a cherubic child who could
summon “Angels in the Outfield” (1994)
simply by waving his arms.
8. Justin Timberlake: Fun fact: Justin
used to sing before becoming a fake
comedian or whatever it is he does now.
7. Macaulay Culkin: After one of the
most prolific child acting careers, Culkin
hasn’t done much except get busted for
drug possession and watch as his engagement to Mila Kunis was broken off. Now
he’s “Home Alone” (1990) again.
6. Jodie Foster: Your roles tend to

increase in prestige when you make your
name playing a 12-year-old prostitute.
5. Drew Barrymore: It’s easy to seem
successful when you start off as a 13-yearold snorting gutter glitter — that’s slang
for cocaine, according to About.com.
4. Olsen twins: Their celebrated joint performance in “Mary Marcy May Marlene”
(2011) — Wait, just kidding, we’re thinking of their younger sister.
3. Justin Bieber: In light of his recent
paternity test, the Biebs’ mega-hit “Baby”
takes on a whole new dimension; you’re a
man now Mr. Bieber.
2. Lindsay Lohan: We wonder if this Lindsay
Lohan ate that other adorable Lindsay Lohan
in “The Parent Trap” (1998).
1. Shirley Temple: She’s still alive. It’s
pretty impressive that she made it into
her 80s despite decades of being forced
to tap dance for food.
—compiled by the Daily Arts Department
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Theater Review

‘Moby Dick’ revives Melville’s classic novel
by

Melissa MacEwen

Daily Editorial Board

Adapted for the stage by husband and
wife duo Conor and Judy Hegarty Lovett, the
Gare St. Lazare Players Ireland’s production

Moby Dick

Ros Kavanagh/Arts Emerson

Conor Lovett’s portrayal of Ishmael keeps his monologue engaging and witty.
uses occasional miming to illustrate his surroundings. Particularly memorable is Lovett’s
portrayal of Ahab when he, in a moment of
delirious selfishness, commands his men to
search out Moby Dick. Ahab’s proclamations
of his plan for a bloody revenge on the whale,
paired with a screeching musical backdrop
by O’Raghallaigh, audibly assault and mesmerize the audience.
For better or worse, this is a subtle play
that really should only be watched by an
audience with a long attention span. Like
the Melville classic, the play’s dialogue often
moves with a complex brilliance that, if not
focused on, loses all of its magic — the catchphrase “blink and you’ll miss it” could not be
truer. If you don’t actively absorb all of the
play’s dialogue, the monologue quickly grows
old, as there are relatively few visual distractions to complement the story. However, if
you can keep your wits about you, “Moby
Dick” is certainly worth it. Lovett’s rich oratorical skill is reminiscent of a beset hero in a
Greek tragedy, and his unexpected comedic
skill drags the play out of its few doldrums.
O’Raghallaigh, who composed the play’s
rather minimal score himself, plays his
fiddle, viola and uilleann in only the most

interpretatively classical sense. Instead of
a conventional melody, he frequently produces a strange symphony of breathy rasps
and whispers that mirrors the mood of the
piece. Ethereal, captivating and hauntingly beautiful, his score seems greatly
underutilized given the amount of depth
and emotion it adds to the play. When
O’Raghallaigh picks up his instrument,
it is always welcomed, but this only happens a handful of times; unfortunately, this
infrequency makes the occasional appearance of music seem completely random.
Indeed, if more scenes were accompanied,
the audience likely would have an easier
time remaining attentive to the dialogue.
The music would also seem less disruptive
to the progression of the play.
If you don’t blanch at the idea of a twohour monologue, then “Moby Dick” is definitely worth checking out. The play truly
does Melville’s novel justice, brilliantly condensed as it is. With Conor Lovett’s engaging presentation as Ishmael and Caoimhin
O’Raghallaigh’s carefully arranged musical
accompaniment, “Moby Dick” casts a haunting spell if theatergoers are willing to plunge
into its depths.

Pinto thoughtfully portrays personal struggles
ONE

continued from page 6

school who would beat him up on a daily
basis.
As a result, Pinto went the largest distance that any man could go to prove
his straightness — he married a woman.
Their union ended eight months later,
when it became very clear that he was
gay. In his depiction of the religious community of Bnei Brak, homosexuality is

neither tolerated nor discussed — much
less recognized as legitimate.
The most heartbreaking aspect of “One
of Seven” lies in Pinto’s relationship with
his ultra-religious father. His father, who
the audience understands is afflicted with
an unnamed disease, lives in a hospital
and has yet to discover that his son is gay.
Until the documentary was made, Pinto
hadn’t seen his father for 10 years. It seems
clear by the end of the movie that Pinto

won’t visit his father again.
While the story features a number of
tragic moments, it captures a true picture
of what it means — to Pinto, at least — to
be both gay and Sephardic in Israel today.
Viewers will occasionally question where
Pinto is going with the film, but he ties
together all loose ends by the final credits.
“One of Seven” is not a story about one
big happy family — it’s true to life, and no
family is perfect.

The Artsy Jumbo

Swain leads Tufts Burlesque Troupe with grace
The term “sex hair” rarely evokes slickedback ballerina buns packed with bobby
pins, but ballet and burlesque are far from
disparate to Marian Swain, Tufts senior
and managing director of the famously
sexy Tufts Burlesque Troupe (TBT).
Swain enrolled in her first ballet class at
three years old, and she continued dancing
with the same small studio and dance teacher through her senior year of high school.
“Growing up, it was all ballet, all the
time,” she said.
Here at Tufts, she leads, choreographs
for and dances with TBT, and she is involved
with the Department of Drama and Dance.
Senior Lecturer Daniel McCusker’s class on
modern dance broadened Swain’s creative
and technical dancing horizons.
“His class is [Mercier] “Merce”
Cunningham technique” — an integral
technique in the modern dance canon
— “so it’s definitely easy to transition to
that after ballet. The ballet technique is
certainly a really good basis,” Swain said.
Swain’s strong foundation in ballet has
allowed for a versatility in her dancing,
which manifests in her experience with
TBT, Tufts’ second-largest dance group.
“What I like about Burlesque is that
it’s any skill level,” she said, “so whether
you’re an experienced dancer or you have
no experience dancing, we welcome you,
and there are all sorts of different styles —

Let them
eat cake
— and ice
cream

W

Written by Judy Hegarty Lovett and
Conor Lovett
Directed by Judy Hegarty Lovett
At the Paramount Center through Nov. 12
Tickets $25 to $49

of “Moby Dick” remains astonishingly true to
the Melville classic. In their production, the
Lovetts manage to include the story’s important plot details without losing any of the
witty lyricism of its narrator, Ishmael. Like the
novel, their “Moby Dick” manages to seem at
once modern and utterly timeless, focused
as it is on the uniquely human sentiments of
vengefulness and obsession.
However, the Lovetts did take a rather
unconventional approach to the play’s performance. There is no visual representation
of a whale, nor is there a ship. Or an Ahab.
In fact, there is nothing on stage at all, save
two tables, a chair, an actor and musician
Caoimhin O’Raghallaigh, who provides occasional accompaniment and musical interludes. The sum performance is jarringly raw.
Clad in a period ensemble, Conor Lovett
truly dazzles as Ishmael. Barren stage or not,
he succeeds in painting a vivid picture of
his exceptional tale, from a run-down inn
in New Bedford, Mass. to his symbolismdrenched escape from the sunken Pequod
via a coffin life preserver. With his slight awkwardness and vivid recollection of his story,
Conor Lovett’s Ishmael is both charming and
disconcertingly believable.
In addition to breathing life into his somewhat enigmatic protagonist, Lovett also incorporates a whole host of other characters and
descriptions into his two-hour monologue,
without interruption by any intermission.
Careful nuances in his pitch and dialogue
speeds designate other characters, while he

Tai Frater | Chewing the Fat

Ashley seenauth/TUFTS Daily

hip-hop, technical, jazzy, sexy.”
Since her freshman year, Swain has put
her classical, technical training to creative uses within the troupe. Forget “The
Nutcracker” — this semester, Swain has
choreographed a piece to a Wiz Khalifa
track, bringing her ballet prowess into a
funky, up-to-the-minute context.
Though the talented international relations major does not aim to dance profes-

sionally after college — she hopes to use
her fluency in German at an international
firm — she has no plans to leave the hobby
behind her.
“If I’m in the Boston area … there’s a
big dance community,” she said. “Dance is
a great way to keep in shape, and it’s good
for the soul.”
— by Rebecca Santiago

hen I considered the food
options I would find in
America, I stereotypically
expected burgers, ribs, fried
chicken and carb-heavy, fat-laden food.
I was somewhat surprised to have hitherto discovered my sweet tooth since
my arrival here. Formerly somewhat of
a “savory” girl, I shunned chocolate in
favor of olives, cheese and chips, and
tended to crave salt more than sugar.
However, although I am still partial
to an olive or 12, my sweet tooth has
definitely emerged, thanks especially to
two establishments: The Danish Pastry
House and J.P. Licks.
The Pastry House is positioned
temptingly close to my house and has
emerged as the primo spot for me and
my housemates to pick up a Friday
treat. It is truly a feast for the eyes as
much as the stomach. Entering the
Pastry House, you are faced with an
array of cakes, pastries and other treats
all wonderfully presented. Often, these
are topped with glistening fruits, such
as huge blackberries and raspberries.
Once more, I am speechless as to why
fruits here are at least double the size
of those back home. I have a modern skepticism about things I don’t
understand, and the size and physical perfection of fruit here can seem a
little ominous at times — whether it’s
due to climate, selection procedures or
genetic modification is beyond me. Or
it may be that the United Kingdom just
has small, ugly fruit — the jury’s out.
Anyhow, back at the Pastry House,
decisions ensue. My newfound sweet
tooth makes the decisions infinitely
harder, as chocolate appears to have
so many varieties — do I want chocolate cake, chocolate mousse, chocolate
cheesecake, dark chocolate, light chocolate… Decisions, decisions. Luckily,
I have yet to choose unwisely, and
can thoroughly recommend the chocolate cheesecake resplendent with giant
raspberry on top, the chocolate mousse
in a pastry case and the incredibly rich
solid chocolate cake — which, I should
warn you, is hardcore stuff. Please be
advised these were consumed in three
separate sittings. I am not an animal.
One of the things I love about this
place is its attention to detail. I am
surely not the only customer who takes
along a camera to snap a photo before
devouring the cake in question. In a
strange way, it reminds me of a trip to
Japan, during which every meal was
exquisitely presented. At home, my
meals may be tasty and hearty, but
they are not works of art. The level of
craftsmanship at places like the Pastry
Shop is what makes it such a treat.
Another place where I have been
feeding my sweet tooth is the muchcelebrated J.P. Licks. Initially I loved
this place for the name, which delighted
J.P., my friend from home, for obvious
reasons. I was also somewhat baffled to
discover they manufacture ice cream
for your dog and have bone-shaped
dog biscuits at the counter that can be
sprinkled on top. I am fascinated by
the rather species-centric assumption
that things we like are also enjoyed
by animals, hence the popularity of
clothes, Christmas presents and marriages for animals. The discovery of
doggy ice cream has fueled my belief
that Americans are even crazier about
their four-legged friends than us Brits
— a shocking revelation.
Anyway the great thing about J.P.
Licks, apart from the dog-friendly
options and that it’s a warm place to
wait for the Joey, is of course the ice
cream, which is the best I have yet
sampled in the United States, and all
served by lovely staff in a cool shop —
top marks, J.P. A real find.

Tai Frater is a graduate student studying
occupational therapy. She can be reached
at Tai.Frater@tufts.edu.
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Off the Hill | Columbia University

Heritage months should be year-long
by

Maria Lantigua

Columbia Daily Spectator

Although Latino Heritage Month has
passed, it is important to take time to
reflect upon the events and dynamics of the month in order to make
improvements. Heritage and awareness months are a great way of bringing attention to a cause or a mission,
but they can also be limiting. Often we
feel restricted by the number of days
in the month and plan as many events
as possible to fill that time. Too often
we do not have adequate space to discuss our views and engage in fruitful
discourse. We hope to provide a forum
for students to engage in similar conversations in the preceding months,
not just in October.
We were delighted with the attendance and support we received from
different communities in the month
of October. We focused on putting
together fewer events of quality that
would attract people from different
communities and groups. Given the

importance of Latino Heritage Month
at Columbia, we plan to support
Latino groups and our allies while
encouraging students to use us as
a resource throughout the year. We
also envision working on other events
which promote Latino heritage and
collaboration among different groups.
Additionally, we hope to work with the
Office of Multicultural Affairs in order
to encourage broader involvement of
Latino organizations in Columbia’s
student group scene.
There any many advantages to organizing events outside of Latino Heritage
Month. Hosting events throughout the
year can help us establish and maintain relationships with other organizations. In past years we have collaborated with the Queer Awareness
Month committee for a common meal
event where we discuss an issue that
affects both the Latino and queer communities. Because this event was successful, we have consistently incorporated it into Latino Heritage Month.
In the month of October, we also col-

laborated with groups such as the
Columbia Political Union, Students for
Education Reform, Black Organization
of Soul Sisters and others.
Something we have learned from the
events we have hosted is that our community cares and likes to discuss issues
affecting Latino groups and other
minorities in general. For example, in
our educational event, Educación Sin
Barreras (Education without Barriers),
we discussed obstacles faced by students that prevent them from reaching their full potential. In a room with
more than 50 students and professors, we discussed this issue and heard
from students with different ethnic
and socioeconomic backgrounds.
Latinos are a growing population —
not just in this country but also on
this campus — and we should promote
cultural appreciation of this minority.
Instead of planning many events in one
month, we can have a larger impact on
Columbia by being present throughout
the academic year. This is too big an
issue to be confined to October.

Off the Hill | Oklahoma State University

Sex ed: Parents need to step up their game
by

Kathleen Fell

The Daily O’Collegian

In 2006, national teen birth rates
rose by 3 percent and then again in
2007 by 1 percent, reversing a 14-year
decline. This rise has been attributed
by some to the $150 million of federal
financing for abstinence-only sex education. However, newly proposed legislation aims to change that. The “Real
Education for Healthy Youth Act” calls
for both abstinence and contraceptionbased education that is consistent with
scientific research and therefore considered “medically accurate and complete.”
Despite varying opinions and beliefs
regarding when teenagers should begin
engaging in sexual activity, comprehensive sex education is absolutely critical to the health and well-being of our
country’s young population.

There is a widespread belief that
sexual activity should be reserved for
committed relationships and/or marriage, and I am not writing this column
to argue or disprove that — in fact, I
agree with that notion wholeheartedly.
Rather, I do not believe that it is a public school’s place to instill moral, faithspecific beliefs in the children they are
educating. From the time a child is born
until they reach adulthood, it is the parents’ responsibility to teach their child
how to live in a manner that is consistent
with their personal values and beliefs.
However, it is the job of public education to ensure that our nation’s youth is
well-informed in terms of their health
and how to protect themselves from
preventable disease and unwanted pregnancy. Withholding knowledge about
contraceptives and safe sex from teenagers is denying students a basic right to

information that could save them from
an unwanted pregnancy or a sexually
transmitted infection that develops into
a potentially deadly cancer.
If parents wish for their children to
receive sex education in terms of its
moral implication, they should stop
looking to schools to provide it and take
it upon themselves. Without a doubt,
beliefs instilled in a child by their parents
over the entire course of their childhood
and adolescence will not be undone by
two or three days of learning how to put
a condom on a banana in health class. It
is public education’s obligation to provide students with the information and
resources that encourage growth and
development into contributing, insightful members of society — ensuring they
make good, informed decisions when it
comes to sexual health is one area of our
system that is sorely lacking.

Corrections
In Jordan Teicher’s Nov. 10 column, Anton Yelchin’s character in the film “Like Crazy” (2011) was incorrectly referred to as Sam.
The character’s name is in fact Jacob, while Sam is another character portrayed by Jennifer Lawrence.
The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
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editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.
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War and Veterans Day
by

Philip Ballentine

Veterans Day comes to Tufts in the form
of yet another three-day weekend not
very different from all the others enjoyed
by those who don’t have class or labs on
Friday and/or skip their recitations.
That was a little harsh, so I will
rephrase: For the majority of the Tufts
community, Veterans Day is a three-day
weekend during which a few campus
groups might put on events and the news
is temporarily awash with light military
fare. Tufts students are not special sinners in this regard; an alien observer
might be forgiven if they assumed that
the Veterans Day holiday in America was
mainly a platform for boosting furniture
and car sales.
America has been at war for more
than 10 years and had 21.8 million living
veterans in 2010 — roughly 7.2 percent
of the population. Yet there is hardly
any reaction at all each year on the day
designated to remember that historical
events referred to as “Vietnam” and “Iraq”
were and are being fought by real human
beings. The vast majority of American
service members survived their wartime
experiences and continued on with their
lives. Many struggle with life-altering
or, ultimately, life-ending injuries for
decades at one end of the spectrum and
unsettling memories on the other. Others
did not, and many of their bodies lie
in some of the 131 national cemeteries
in 39 states and Puerto Rico, as well as
Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the
Philippines and Tunisia. Others remain
missing and unheard from, their fates
totally unknown.
I should say before I go any further
that I myself have no military experience whatsoever, and my intention is
absolutely not to speak for, or on the
behalf of, those who have. Instead, I
address the majority of Tufts who, like
me, have no firsthand experience of
war whatsoever, who have never been
shot at or bombed and who have never
feared kidnapping, occupation, rationing or starvation. I implore everyone
like me at Tufts, and especially my colleagues studying international relations,
political science, law or any path that
will someday lead them to occupy the
seats of power charged with control over
war and peace, to remember a simple,

but forgettable, truth.
War is real. It affects people like you
and families like yours, in cities, countries and neighborhoods not so different
from your own, and it is waged by real
human beings on both sides.
I myself am often guilty of forgetting
this small truth; I claim no self-righteous
superiority over anyone else. Too many
of us think of war with Iran or a second
Korean War as nothing more than a
thought experiment. We speculate on
their outcomes, make hypothetical body
counts and speculate about outcomes
and likelihoods of their constituent
events and turning points. We theorize
about the best way to avoid or provoke
such an action or such an event catching us by surprise. Meanwhile, we relegate the suffering of human beings to
a footnote, a caveat so self-evident that
it almost need not even be said. “People
die in war,” we tell ourselves, before
moving on without engaging with that
statement’s visceral reality.
When I hear my classmates, pundits
and politicians in the wider world talking about war, I sometimes imagine their
reaction to actual devastation war brings.
I picture them confronted by the widows
and parents of dead and wounded soldiers, with the young people destined to
be soldiers and with the twisted bodies of
the dead and wounded.
History unequivocally shows us that
preparing for and waging war are necessary in certain circumstances. War has
been with us for millennia, if not since
the beginning of humankind. War sometimes comes to us or presents itself as
the only viable response to an extreme
threat. However, we should always keep
the practical realities of the subject in
mind when we talk about war.
To take one example, the next time
you read an article that touts unmanned
drone strikes as a brilliant tool against
terrorism because of their “minimal collateral damage” of “only” 20 or 30 civilian deaths, take a moment to consider
this. How you would feel if a missile tore
open a Starbucks near your house and
incinerated your father as he stopped in
for his morning coffee? How would you
feel walking through the charred scar
left by the detonation, feeling the heat
of the twisted wreckage and smelling
the burnt upholstery and scorched flesh?
What would go through your mind as

you picked your way among the charred
wreckage of vehicles, buildings and
human beings?
Imagine the rage and despair that
would fill you, the unbelievable mix of
grief and despair that would well up
inside you and the possible stirrings of a
powerful lust for revenge that might fill
your mind after the initial shock had subsided. Magnify that whirlwind of emotion by the hundreds of thousands, even
millions, and you have begun to imagine
the effects of war on a nation or people. Imagine such blood-and-fire soaked
events stretching out for days, months,
years, claiming the lives and happiness of
hundreds, of thousands, of millions.
This kind of imagination does not
require a bleeding heart, and, after using
such an imagination, making the case for
war does not always require the lack of a
heart at all. It does not require one to fit
into pro- or anti-war, liberal or conservative, or any other ideological group. It
merely requires that we face things as they
are, not as abstractions obscured by bloodless euphemisms like “civilian casualties”
and “collateral damage.”
William Tecumseh Sherman, a Union general from the American Civil War — the last
time that war raged across the United States
on a huge scale — wrote that, “War is hell.”
He knew what he was talking about; he is
principally remembered for burning much
of the state of Georgia to the ground. If we
want to engage with war as a topic of discussion, examination and study — as we do
every day in international relations, political
science and related fields — we should make
sure we think of war as what it really is: the
deliberate infliction of hell — shock, horror,
pain and death — on other human beings.
This Veterans Day, I ask you to take a
moment to consider war in a way different from the one we use on a daily basis
in our classes, reading articles and books
or watching the news. We should take care
not to think lightly of such an unleashing
or allow our lucky position of comfort and
security in the world as Americans and
students at an elite university to blind us to
the realities of what we talk about when we
talk about war.

Navid Shahidinejad

Imagine yourself in Barnum 008 halfway through a lecture as a group of
armed soldiers storms into the lecture
hall, arrests your professor, imprisons
your classmates and confiscates all your
class materials. While this story may
seem only imaginary to those of us at
Tufts, for college students who are members of the Baha’i faith in Iran, it is a stark
reality. The Baha’i faith, a religion whose
primary mission is to promote and bring
into reality the principles of the oneness
of God, the oneness of religion and the
oneness of humankind, is Iran’s largest
religion after Islam. Its members have
suffered horrific persecutions at the
hands of the Iranian government since
the faith was founded in the mid 1840s,
and this persecution has intensified in
the past three decades.
Most recently, Iranian Baha’is have
been denied their right to higher education. It is now the policy of the Islamic
Republic of Iran to forbid Baha’is from
entering postsecondary educational
institutions, resulting in what has been
called a “cultural genocide.” Faced with
no other options, the Baha’is of Iran
devised a peaceful solution, by teaching their own young people through
the formation of the Baha’i Institute for
Higher Education (BIHE) which at present is the only means by which Baha’is
may obtain a university education.
However, this May, the Iranian regime
conducted a multi-city raid against

BIHE faculty members and students.
It shut down this peaceful initiative
by arresting professors, imprisoning
administrators and confiscating educational materials. The Iranian government repeatedly fails to present any
reasonable or justifiable evidence to
substantiate their actions toward
these university students. They charge
that BIHE participants are conspiring
against the state, despite the fact that
Baha’is, according to their own tenets,
must obey their government, which
they have done without compromise.
In condemning the Iranian government’s actions, worldwide awareness
and support are mounting among students, professors, university leaders,
Nobel laureates, theologians and heads
of state. The Iranian regime’s assault
against these university students is
a blatant denial of Article 26 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
to which Iran is a signatory. Article
26 unequivocally states, “Everyone
has the right to education.” It expects
that “higher education shall be equally
accessible to all on the basis of merit,”
and not on religious, political or ideological affiliations. Denying an entire
community their universal right to education is to divest them of their greatest means for progress, not only for its
individuals but also for society.
There are many ways Tufts students,
faculty and administrators can help
Iranian university students in their
effort to reclaim the right to higher

Angad Bagai | A Whole New World

Marry me,
today and
every day

I

education, and thus preserve the integrity of this ideal. The “Education Under
Fire” campaign (EducationUnderFire.
com), along with the Baha’i Association
at Tufts, invites you to a screening of the
documentary, “Education Under Fire,”
this Saturday at 7:00 p.m. at Wheelock
College in the Wheelock Family
Theater. By addressing the plight of
Baha’is in Iran, the campaign seeks to
increase awareness and shed a light on
the importance of Article 26, ultimately
aiming to motivate university professors, administrators, and students to
take some action. The screening will be
followed by a panel discussion featuring Tufts alumnus, and Baha’i, Rainn
Wilson, Emmy-nominated actor of
NBC’s “The Office.” (Admission to the
event is free). In addition, we call on
our fellow students, professors, deans
and president to join the chorus of
voices to dispel this injustice.
As we sit in our Tufts classrooms
today, we would do well to remember
the significance of our universal human
right to be educated, in an environment
free of harassment and discrimination.
What would it mean for our lives if we
were denied our inalienable right? Let
us, as members of the worldwide academic community, speak out against
this injustice in Iran.

n the Western world, the concept of
getting married is rather simple. There’s
a boy and a girl (or a boy and a boy
or a girl and a girl, but you get what I
mean). They love each other. They get
married. There may be some issues
here and there with parents not being
totally accepting, but the situation is
far from that in India. To quote novelist Chetan Bhagat in his novel “2 States:
The Story of My Marriage” (2009): “[T]
here are a few more steps: Boy loves
Girl. Girl loves Boy. Girl’s family has to
love boy. Boy’s family has to love girl.
Girl’s Family has to love Boy’s Family.
Boy’s family has to love Girl’s family.” If
after all of this, the girl and the boy still
happen to love each other, then they
can get married.
With this large cultural overtone, “love
marriages” (the former, simpler kind) are
still difficult to execute in parts of India.
In recent years, the influx of western
ideals and the higher concentration of
urbanites has increased the prevalence
of “love marriages.” However, arranged
marriages are still the norm in most of
rural, and even urban, India. This notion
may seem quite foreign, a breach of the
democratic ideal of free choice, perhaps.
But in India, this is how a lot of lifetime relationships are formed. Granted,
some may result in complete unhappiness because the two people matched
are completely unsuited for one another
or just won’t put in the required effort to
make such a relationship work. However,
many result in a happy life for both people. These marriages are generally done
on the basis of caste, religion, reputation,
earning capacity, wealth and even looks.
Doctors, engineers, foreign-returned or
settled-abroad, and girls with convent
education and fair looks are still top
choices. In the past, it was commonplace
for parents to pick and arrange the marriage through ads in the newspaper. Now
there are websites such as Shaadi.com
and various other matrimonial websites
and services that speed up the process.
A certain aspect of arranged marriages does exist in parts of North
America: those moments where parents may introduce two people to one
another in the hope that it could lead
to something more. However, rarely do
you come across a situation where the
entire arrangement is planned out in
advance like you’d find in India and
other parts of South Asia and Africa. If
you actually consider it, the entire idea
of an arranged marriage may seem quite
medieval as a concept, but there are a
number of positives. Arranged marriages benefit from having the experience of
parents or others in assisting in the process. Nowadays, it does not always have
to be about which family can provide
more cars as dowry, but rather which
woman may be the best match for their
son; who knows that better than the
person’s parents? Further, there is a
greater willingness to make it work and
compromise and adjust when expectations about one’s partner are set lower.
If we actually want to look at the
success rate of a marriage, an arranged
marriage has a 5 to 7 percent chance of
divorce, whereas a typical love marriage
in the United States has a 50 percent
chance of ending in divorce. However, I
wouldn’t put much stake into a statistic
like that; divorce is still a cultural taboo
in many parts of South Asia.
You may have movie after movie,
novel after novel about how arranged
marriages are in fact a means of
oppression, but if we actually consider
the reality of it, it does work out in
a lot of cases. Ask one of your South
Asian friends how their grandparents,
or even parents, met. Go on, ask.

Navid Shahidinejad is a sophomore
majoring in international relations. He is
a member of the Tufts Baha’i Association.

Angad Bagai is a freshman who has not
yet declared a major. He can be reached at
Angad.Bagai@tufts.edu.

Philip Ballentine is a sophomore who has
not yet declared a major. He is secretary
of the Tufts Alliance Linking Leaders in
Education and the Services.
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Women’s Basketball

The six million dollar woman
by

Alex Prewitt

Daily Editorial Board

David Beckham took out a $78 million policy for his legs in 2006. Three
years later, Cristiano Ronaldo got his
lower body insured for $153 million.
Kate Barnosky might have been best
served exploring similar options for her
right knee.
Then again, everything is in peak
form these days for one of the women’s
basketball team’s best weapons. She’s
healthy for the first time in over a year,
and, barring any setbacks, will be on
the floor when the Jumbos open their
season on Nov. 19, a notion that mere
months ago seemed a far-reaching goal.
In June 2010, Barnosky was playing
in a summer league game back home
in New York when she went up for a
layup just before the half ended and
landed on a buckled knee. She played
the second half, which was probably
a stupid decision, she concedes, and
wound up on the operating table four
days later. But after three surgeries
and one meniscus removal, Barnosky
is ready to return to the game that she’s
missed out on for so long.
“Freshman and sophomore year, I
never missed a practice or a game. I
didn’t have any type of injury, no big
sicknesses,” Barnosky said. “I’m going
into my senior year. I just wanted to
do this. I’m beyond excited. I’ve never
been so happy to be back on a basketball court.”
It’s been quite the roller coaster ride
for Barnosky. From late summer, doctors told her she’d never play again.
They wanted to focus on helping her
walking abilities hold up for 10 years,
let alone worry about sprinting and
jumping this winter. At some point,
somewhere along the line, something
finally turned around.
Along the way, Barnosky encountered
her fair share of obstacles. On the second
day of practice last season, Barnosky,
fresh off a summer of rehab, re-tore her

meniscus. Another eight weeks of rehab
followed. She was eventually cleared and
played in four games, but experienced
the worst pain she’s ever felt and decided
to go in for another surgery, this time
extracting the pesky meniscus from her
knee for good.
“As late as the summer here, we
weren’t sure things were going to turn
for the better, and they have, knock on
wood,” head coach Carla Berube said.
“She’s put in the time. It’s hard to tell
a player not to go work on their game,
and she’s one that we have to because
she has to give her knee a rest, but she’s
always ready to get on the court and
become a better player.”
A self-proclaimed gym rat, Barnosky
had to keep herself busy once playing
faded from the realm of realistic possibilities. Over the summer she went
to Peru to visit her brother — stationed there in the Peace Corps — a
decent mental distraction, anything to
take her mind off playing basketball.
Last spring, Barnosky, a child development major and education minor,
had an internship working with Boston
schools.
Then, in September, she began testing the knee on her own, beginning
with short five-minute sessions on an
elliptical. By October, actually suiting
up became practical. And now, less than
two weeks before the season-opener,
Barnosky’s ready to go.
Well, save that time last month when
she broke her finger, which ended up
being a blessing because it forced her to
rest her knee just a bit more.
“It was tough. I felt like at first I might
have been saying, ‘Oh I wish I could be
playing,’ but once I realized I wasn’t
playing, it was just a huge learning process,” she said. “It was an uncomfortable position for me. I’ve never been
on the sidelines for a long time, but I
think I learned a ton and learned to be
a leader from the sidelines.”
As a junior tri-captain last season,
Barnosky watched as the Jumbos fin-

ished 18-6 but were bounced by Williams
in overtime in the NESCAC quarterfinals. Traditionally the lead-by-example
type, she instead developed more vocal
skills, serving as an additional coach
on the bench for Berube. All the while,
Barnosky kept honing her fundamentals with some creative ball-handling
and shooting drills. Anything to keep
her motivated for the future.
And as far as Berube is concerned,
Barnosky, who will serve as a tri-captain again this season, hasn’t missed a
beat.
“She sat out the entire year last year,
and it was very difficult for her to do
that and watch when she knew she
could have really helped us out,” Berube
said. “But you never knew, she never let
anybody know just how hard it was,
because she’s just so positive, such a
great leader and teammate. You can see
just how happy she is to be back on the
floor, helping her teammates and being
a part of it all again.”
Gone from the roster now are Vanessa
Miller (LA ’11), a two-time NESCAC
Defensive Player of the Year, and
Colleen Hart (E ’11), the program’s alltime leading scorer. In their place is a
young roster, on which only three players have ever played with Barnosky.
This made for an interesting dynamic
once preseason began.
“It was really weird being out there
the first day of practice. I felt like such
a freshman,” said Barnosky, who redshirted last year, and after this season
will have one more year of athletic eligibility remaining. “I was telling coach
that my stomach was hurting all day,
which is silly because I’ve done this so
many times before, but I felt so nervous,
so anxious.”
The wait is finally over. A dynamic
threat on the perimeter or in the low
post, Barnosky started all 27 games as
a sophomore, averaging 8.9 points and
6.4 rebounds per game, and came off
the bench in most games her first year.
This season, without Hart and Miller,

Scott Tingley/Tufts Daily

Redshirt junior forward Kate Barnosky averaged 8.9 points and 6.4 rebounds per game
during her sophomore season.
the team’s first- and fourth-leading
scorers, respectively, Barnosky’s return
has been highly anticipated, at least
internally.
“You can persevere and have a solemn attitude about it, but she always
makes it about the whole team, and
never feels sorry for herself or feels like
anybody should be pitying her,” Berube
said. “Colleen and Van were the face of
Tufts women’s basketball for so long,
and that could feel like, ‘Oh my gosh
what are we going to do now,’ but Kate
has just stepped into that.”
Stepped into it with, for the first time
in a while, two healthy knees.
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Services
Preschool adjacent to campus is
seeking substitute assistant teachers for full and part-day work; $12/
hour; great kids, great fun! Email
Gale at opencenter@rcn.com with
your availability and experience or
phone at (617)628-3891

Housing
Look Early and Get What You Want.
Three bedrooms, four bedrooms,
five bedrooms, six bedrooms. One
of each – can be used as nine
bedrooms. Convenient to school.
Leases June 1st 2012-May 30th
2013. Call (617)448-6233
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Sports

Housing

Wanted

Housing

College Ave, 2nd & 3rd floor, 5
Bedroom, Large & Sunny rooms,
walk-in closets. Large Kitchen,
appliances included dishwasher,
fridge, ect.- Parking in Driveway,
recently updated. $2850.00 Avail
6/1/12-5/21/13 Call Debra Martell781 937 3252

$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and give
the gift of family through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Convenient Cambridge location.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

6 Bedroom Apt off Capen St.
Available June 1, 2012. Excellent
condition. Large porch, living
room, kitchen with island, dishwasher. Free washer and dryer.
$3690 per month plus utilities.

Ben Kochman | The Wackness

For the love of the game
Aaron Leibowitz

Daily Editorial Board

If you want to know what it’s like to
play Tufts club hockey, you should probably know how the team spent its Saturday
a few weeks ago.
At 2:30 p.m., they met at the Campus
Center. They piled into upperclassmen’s cars
and headed toward Norwich, Vt., arriving
there at 6:00 p.m. They warmed up, played
a hockey game, lost 7-4 and at 10 p.m., they
were back on the road to Medford.
The reasons not to play club hockey
outnumber the reasons to play. There’s
the travel time, the 10:00 p.m. practices
two times a week and the hefty fees, which
can come to as much as $1,000 per year,
between rink time, gas and uniforms.
If you’re on the team, you’re on it for
one reason.
“If these kids didn’t love hockey, they
wouldn’t be there,” said first-year head
coach Julian Giantonio, who played
hockey in college and recently played
in the Czech Republic. “They could have
saved their money. They could have
bought more books or hung out more
with their girlfriends. But these kids genuinely want to play.”
For many of them, hockey is a lifestyle they
simply couldn’t imagine giving up in college.
“Hockey was a huge commitment for
me in high school,” senior tri-captain
Dan Keches said. “We practiced at five
in the morning every day of the week.
Going into college I knew I wanted to
play but didn’t want to commit to a varsity team, because that was more than I
was looking for.”
The sport is unique in that opportunities to play are limited.
“You can pick up a soccer ball anytime, or throw a football anytime with
your friends,” junior tri-captain Seth
Hurwitz said. “But going out and getting on the ice is something much
more rare. You can’t do it whenever you

want, and when you deal with that for
years it fosters a really strong affection
for the sport.”
Each player must decide how much
he’s willing to sacrifice to get on the ice.
“The commitment level is really
what you make of it,” Hurwitz said.
“Right now everyone’s got midterms
and papers due, so unfortunately people will tell me or another captain that
they can’t make practice because they
have work to do. But if you don’t want
to commit to a three-and-a-half hour
ride to bumblef--k, Vermont, no one’s
going to strap you onto the back of the
car and make you go.”
But make no mistake: the team
plays to win. From 2003 to 2007, Tufts
played only in local men’s leagues —
leagues for, as Hurwitz put it, “old
men who can’t play college hockey
anymore.” In 2008, Tufts joined Div.
II of the American Collegiate Hockey
Association, playing in the Northeast
region along with 68 other schools.
In its first year in the league, Tufts
was frequently the victim of blowout losses. Since then, the squad has
picked up new players each year and
has fared increasingly well against
high-level teams.
The team is now working to learn
Giantonio’s new system, and this past
Saturday beat a strong Rhode Island
College squad 5-4 in overtime to
improve to 2-3.
They only wish the financial aspects
of playing would improve as much
as the team has. Because Tufts has a
varsity hockey program, the Athletics
Department classifies club hockey as a
“Tier II” club sport. Under the school’s
current guidelines, Tier II teams traditionally receive no funding. For a
sport like hockey, at a school with no
hockey rink, the financial burden is
especially heavy.
“We have to skate on a rink that

costs 200 dollars for an hour, and
we’re paying for games on the weekends, paying for the refs and the fees
to be part of the league,” Sutherland
said. “It all adds up.”
The Tufts Community Union (TCU)
Senate recently reached an agreement with the Athletics Department
to increase transparency regarding
the allocation of club sports funds,
but whether the policy that prevents
money from reaching Tier II teams will
change remains to be seen.
“Basically, the only thing we get by
recognition is being able to put the
[Tufts] logo on our jerseys,” Keches,
who has been working with Assistant
Athletics Director Branwen SmithKing in hopes of eventually changing
the system, said.
For now, though, players must pay
for ice time at Flynn Memorial Rink
in Medford on Mondays and at Allied
Veterans Skating Rink in Everett, Mass.
on Wednesdays, and they must pay for
gas to drive to away games. Giantonio
doesn’t get paid a dime.
The perks are found not in money,
but in time spent with teammates on
and off the ice.
“The guys really make the team what
it is,” Hurwitz said. “We won’t be on
the top of the score sheet every season,
but we have a good time hanging out
together, and the team has really grown
together the last couple years.”
Yet even the social benefits are limited,
according to some team members.
“Club hockey is never even mentioned [to
girls],” Sutherland said. “I play a no-cut sport
that I pay to play. You’re really scraping the
bottom of the barrel if that’s your best line.”
In the end, it’s the love of the game that
keeps them coming back for all the latenight practices and exhausting road trips.
“We’re not really ‘college athletes,’ the way
I consider it,” Sutherland said. “We’re just a
bunch of people who love playing hockey.”

Jumbos prepare for New England Regionals
volleyball

continued from page 16

Rookie of the Year after leading the league
with 124 total blocks and topping all rookies
with a .293 hitting percentage.
“It’s no surprise that [the youth of the
team] would be our challenge, and [Lord’s]
been crucial in helping us with the transition,” Thompson said. “She’s been consistent
and projected confidence. With young players
who might doubt their abilities, she’s been the
first one to tell them ‘You can do this.’”
Lord also is one of the top servers in the
conference, with 49 aces on the season an
average of 0.44 per set — good for 10th in the
NESCAC. She’s second on the team in total
blocks, behind Kuhel.
Lord considers her award a validation of
the team’s success as much as it is recognition of her individual stardom.
“I could not have done it without them,”
she said. “To me they’re more than players, they’re like sisters. They make me look
good.”
Lord shares this year’s award with Bowdoin
senior middle blocker Kristin Hanczor, who
led the NESCAC in kill percentage and was
second in the conference in blocks behind
Kuhel.
After being ousted in the NESCAC
Tournament by Middlebury on Saturday,
Tufts is the No. 4 seed in the New England
Regional, and will face No. 5 seed Roger
Williams at Springfield College in Springfield,
Mass., on Friday at 5:30 p.m.
“At this point in the season, it’s not as much
about learning new things than keeping our
skills sharp, working on small adjustments,”
Thompson said. “The top four teams in the
region will be there this weekend, and Roger
Williams is 28-3. They’re no joke.”

Contact Carole (781)608-0251 or
carole.lubin@tufts.edu

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Club Hockey

by

Housing

Scott Tingley/Tufts Daily

Middle blocker Isabel Kuhel led a strong freshman class for the Jumbos, earning the title
of NESCAC Rookie of the Year.

Facing
sorrow, a
grin

I

wasn’t in the room when the Penn State
Board of Trustees decided to fire Joe
Paterno last night, but I doubt the scene
Tuesday evening outside Paterno’s house
helped the coaching legend’s cause. Paterno
walked out of his front door and faced the
crowd of over 500 students and media gathered on his lawn. Really it was more of a confident, gingerly strut of an 84-year-old college
football icon whose pristine reputation as
the best thing college sports have ever had to
offer is in jeopardy. His career would be over
the next night.
But something weird was going on. In the
midst of one of the most tragic, disgusting
scandals in sports history, Paterno couldn’t
help but grin. The students were not yelling
that they felt betrayed. They weren’t criticizing Paterno for not calling the police when,
according to grand jury testimony, he learned
in 2002 that graduate assistant Mike McQueary
witnessed long-time defensive assistant coach
Jerry Sandusky performing sexual acts in the
shower with a 10-year-old boy.
Instead, the fans held up signs that read,
“We Love You JoePa!” and “We are [still] Penn
State!” The 300 students were part of a crowd
that lined the streets of campus Tuesday to
show their support for Paterno, according to
PSU’s student paper, The Daily Collegian. The
students rallied, unsuccessfully, to encourage
the Board of Trustees to let Paterno stay in his
role as Penn State coach, a title where for the
last 46 years he racked up the most college
football wins of all time.
The scene on Tuesday was surreal. An
emotional Paterno told the crowd how much
he appreciated their support, and the crowd
roared in approval. Paterno then addressed
the individuals who were allegedly molested
with a massive understatement: “The kids
who were victims or whatever they want to
say, I think we need to say a prayer for them.
It’s a tough life when people do certain
things to you.”
Paterno then quickly changed the subject
and said: “But anyway you’ve been great.”
With that, the crowd roared again.
Yesterday Paterno released a statement
announcing that he’ll be retiring at the end of
the season, but the Board of Trustees would
not let him last that long. In the statement, he
called the allegations of Sandusky molesting
eight boys over 15 years “one of the great sorrows of my life.”
I have no doubt that this week has been
one of the saddest in Paterno’s life. But
what I do question is where this sorrow is
directed. Paterno is not the victim here,
despite the Penn State students who love
him through thick and thin and are visibly
devastated by this story.
The victims are the kids, most of whom
are now around my age, and — allegedly, though the evidence is mounting and
another one went public on Tuesday, with
more possibly still to come forward — they
were molested while witnesses allowed
Sandusky to keep running a charity and a
youth football camp, two opportunities for
him to come in contact with young boys.
Paterno’s retirement statement is strong
PR speak — he’s “absolutely devastated,”
and “this is a tragedy,” for example. But I
find his off-the-cuff remarks to fans outside his house a far more compelling view
into his head.
It’s simultaneously heart-warming and
nauseating. The undying loyalty from the
fans is moving, as Paterno led them in a “We
are! Penn State!” chant before heading back
into his home.
But when the high fades we realize we’ve
just watched the face of the Penn State program, facing a child-sex abuse scandal, smile.
Ben Kochman is a junior majoring in English.
He can be reached at bkoch.tufts@gmail.com
or on Twitter @benkochman.
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Three Jumbos earn All-Conference
honors
	On Wednesday, the NESCAC
released its 2011 selections for
the All-Conference field hockey team and recognized three
members of the No. 16 Tufts
squad among its 22 selections for the first and second
teams. The NESCAC committee named senior co-captain
defender Taylor Dyer to the
first team, and put fellow
co-captain midfielder Lindsay
Griffith on the NESCAC’s second team. Junior forward Lia
Sagerman rounded out the
crop of Tufts honorees, joining Griffith as a second-team
selection.
	The NESCAC, unquestionably Div. III’s premier conference for field hockey, currently boasts five of its 11
teams in the nation’s topranked field of 20. On the AllConference team, Sagerman,
Griffith and Dyer were joined
by four selections from No.
1 Bowdoin, three from No.
6 Middlebury, four from No.
10 Amherst and three from
No. 14 Trinity. In addition,
Bowdoin coach Nicky Pearson
was recognized as NESCAC
Coach of the Year for the
second consecutive season.
	It is Dyer’s third consecutive election to the NESCAC’s
first team, while her two
teammates are first-time AllConference picks in 2011.
Dyer started every game in
her four-year Tufts career,
and her resilient play bolstered the Jumbos’ defense
throughout her tenure. This
season, Dyer made her presence felt at both ends of the
field; she scored six goals,

Good Lord: Setter named NESCAC Co-Player of the Year
by

Ben Kochman

Daily Editorial Board

three on crucial penalty
stroke opportunities, and finished the season with three
assists, good enough to be
Tufts’ fourth-leading scorer.
Just last season, Dyer’s single
goal and noteworthy defensive prowess were enough to
earn her a second NESCAC
All-Conference honor.
	Griffith finished the season
as the Jumbos’ top scorer. She
posted an impressive 10 goals
and three assists and, like
Dyer, started in all 15 games
this season. Meanwhile,
Sagerman, who put up 20
points in her sophomore season, elevated her game even
more to become the Jumbos’
second-leading scorer in 2011.
This season, Sagerman put
away 10 goals and an assist
to finish the fall with a robust
21 points, but also emerged
as a key piece of the Jumbos’
transition game, allowing her
teammates to make plays and
convert on fast-break opportunities.
	Although Tufts was ousted
in the conference quarterfinals in a tough double-overtime match with Trinity on
Oct. 29, which brought the
seniors’ careers to an untimely end, the Jumbos have many
players ready to step up next
season. The Jumbos will miss
Griffith’s and Dyer’s scoring
contributions, but Tufts can
look to Sagerman and a corps
of experienced rising juniors
and seniors to lead the way
toward a NESCAC title next
fall.
— by Kate Klots

Kendall Lord spent most of
her freshman season keeping the
Jumbos’ bench warm. As a backup setter, Lord watched from the
sideline as then-senior Dena Feiger
(LA ’10) led Tufts to its best volleyball season ever, the highlight of
which was a three-set thrashing of
Williams in the NCAA New England
Regional final, giving the Jumbos
their first-ever berth in the national
quarterfinals.
It wasn’t that the 5-foot-10 rookie
from La Jolla, Calif., wasn’t talented
enough to start. Feiger, the ultimate
floor general, was simply too good
to spend any time on the bench. The
senior averaged 11.06 assists per set,
broke Tufts’ all-time assists record
and became the first Jumbo to be
named NESCAC Player of the Year
in 2009.
An exuberant Lord told the Daily
last fall that she was “super stoked
to be starting setter,” and since then
she has blazed her own trail as one
of the best players in Tufts volleyball history. Yesterday, Lord, now
a junior, was named Co-NESCAC
Player of the Year, becoming the first
Tufts volleyball player to earn the
honor since Feiger.
“I was surprised when I found
out, because there are so many
other good players in the NESCAC,”
Lord said. “I feel like I’ve become a
different player since my freshman
year. Coach [Cora Thompson] has
been amazing in pushing me hard
to become more than a one-dimensional player.”
Lord has averaged a NESCACbest 10.61 assists a set this season,
playing in all 111 of Tufts’ frames
during the fall. She’s also stayed disciplined on defense, averaging over
three digs a set, which is third on the
team behind senior second-team
All-NESCAC honorees libero Audrey
Kuan and co-captain Cara Spieler.

Scott Tingley/Tufts Daily

Junior setter Kendall Lord is the second Tufts volleyball player to be honored as NESCAC Player of the Year.
Kuan is also the executive online
editor of the Daily.
“She commits to her defensive
position before she plays offense,
and that’s a huge, rare difference,”
Thompson said. “Usually teams
pick on the other team’s setter, but
she’s a well-rounded setter. Along
with Cara, she’s been our anchor

defensively on the right side.”
Lord has been one of the leaders
on a young Tufts offense in 2011.
Three out of the team’s top four
offensive producers this season are
freshmen, including Isabel Kuhel,
who yesterday was named NESCAC
see VOLLEYBALL, page 15

Editors' Challenge | Week 10
The clock’s struck 10 and the bell has rung, so flood down the back steps onto the playground
for another edition of Eds Challenge with your playful hosts, the Tufts Daily sports section. Obey the
code or get struck down by the wrath of schoolyard authority, but feel free to scamper about and
engage in all sorts of kooky antics, because at this hour, we break free from the restrictive bonds of
adult society and make our own great escape into blacktop heaven.
Leading the charge, high above his throne on the jungle gym, is Daniel “King Bob” Rathman.
A long lineage of great football prognosticators has existed within the realms of the Daily sports
department, and Rathman is the latest coronation of the NFL almighty, sitting in first at 91-39 overall. With his cape, crown, scepter and unibrow, Rathman was once the Daily’s “Prankster Prince”
but has since shed his childish ways and moved up into picking royalty.
At the base of the jungle gym, clamoring up to get a shot at Rathman, is Kate “The Ashleys”
Klots, whose 88-42 record this season and 10-4 record in Week Nine clearly derive from the fact
that there’s four of them. Also, they probably had daddy buy all those wins, just so they have something to talk about in their totally stupid clubhouse which I totally don’t want to get invited into
because it’s stupid and silly and stupid. Tied with Klots at 88-42 on the season is David “Gretchen
Grundler” McIntyre, the brains and height of the organization, who must now battle with Klots for
second place behind Rathman.
The dynamic duo tied for second is a safe distance away from fourth-place picker Aaron “Gus
Griswald” Leibowitz, a nomad of sorts who’s bounced from paper to paper before finally settling on
a home. Don’t be fooled by his shy looks, however. Former schoolmates have been known to call
Leibowitz “El Diablo” for his devilish skills in the picking game, and his military roots have him gunning for first.
OVERALL RECORD
LAST WEEK

Daniel
91-39
7-7

Kate
88-42
10-4

San Diego
San Diego
Oakland at San Diego
Miami
Miami
Washington at Miami
Houston
Houston
Houston at Tampa Bay
Indianapolis
Jacksonville at Indianapolis Jacksonville
St. Louis
Cleveland
St. Louis at Cleveland
Dallas
Dallas
Buffalo at Dallas
Kansas City Kansas City
Denver at Kansas City
Carolina
Tennessee
Tennessee at Carolina
Philadelphia Philadelphia
Arizona at Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
New Orleans at Atlanta New Orleans
Atlanta
Baltimore at Seattle
Baltimore
Baltimore
NY Giants at San Francisco NY Giants San Francisco
Detroit at Chicago
Chicago
Detroit
New England at NY Jets New England New England
Minnesota at Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay

David
88-42
8-6

Aaron
86-44
8-6

Lauren
85-45
7-7

Clearly the best athlete of the group, Lauren “Vince LaSalle” Flament has made the most
of her physical capabilities, and sits alone in fifth after a 7-7 week. But Flament can rest easy,
as the three-way tie of mediocre pickers is hardly challenging her title as the playground’s most
sporty. Ethan “Mikey Blumberg” Sturm might make beautiful music in the bathroom (no, seriously, he’s a good singer in there), but his 7-7 Week Nine has him at 82-48 overall, three games
behind Flament. Likewise, Alex “Guru Kid” Prewitt might want to make his messages clearer,
because the cryptic advice he’s given himself has only created a mess worse than the one in
the Kindergartners’ playground. Tied with Prewitt and Sturm is Ben “The Pale Kids” Kochman,
who it wouldn’t kill to get out of the house and stop playing Dungeons and Dragons once in a
while. Seriously, get a life, nerd.
The hard-nosed and feisty Annie “Ashley Spinelli” Sloan is at 81-49 after an 8-6 week, but don’t
ever refer to her by her first name, because she’ll likely beat you up for it. Although it probably
wouldn’t kill her to be associated with Klots, given that she’s in third-to-last place.
In next-to-last, a surprising rank given his “cool kid” status, is Matt “T.J. Detweiler” Berger, who
ensures that days in the sports department are never boring. He’s the bravest and coolest kid in
school, but his picking skills leave something to be desired at 80-50 overall.
Lastly, soaring high into the sky only to be pulled back down by the proverbial wires of her picking deficiencies, is Claire “Swinger Girl” Kemp, who’s totally named that because all she does is
play on the swing set with her trademark pilot’s outfit and constant goal to swing so high that
she loops the bar.
Guest-picking this week is the playground’s ultimate producer, Jason “The Diggers” Huang.
Ethan
82-48
7-7

Alex
82-48
7-7

Ben
82-48
9-5

Annie
81-49
8-6

San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
Oakland
San Diego
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Washington
Miami
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Houston
Indianapolis Jacksonville Jacksonville Jacksonville Jacksonville Indianapolis Jacksonville
Cleveland
Cleveland
St. Louis
St. Louis
St. Louis
Cleveland
Cleveland
Buffalo
Buffalo
Dallas
Dallas
Dallas
Dallas
Buffalo
Kansas City Kansas City Kansas City Kansas City
Denver
Kansas City Kansas City
Tennessee
Tennessee
Tennessee
Tennessee
Carolina
Tennessee
Tennessee
Philadelphia Philadelphia Philadelphia Philadelphia Philadelphia Philadelphia Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
PIttsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans
Atlanta
New Orleans
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants San Francisco
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
NY Jets
New England
New England New England New England
NY Jets
New England
Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay

Matt
80-50
8-6

Claire
77-53
7-7

GUEST
Jason
Huang

San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
Miami
Washington Washington
Houston
Houston
Houston
Jacksonville Jacksonville Jacksonville
Cleveland
St. Louis
St. Louis
Buffalo
Dallas
Dallas
Kansas City Kansas City Kansas City
Tennessee
Tennessee
Tennessee
Philadelphia Philadelphia Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore
NY Giants
NY Giants San Francisco
Chicago
Detroit
Chicago
New England
NY Jets
NY Jets
Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay

